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Legal Stuff
Terms Of Use:
Licensed for personal use only.
Caution about using tools.
"Brian" refers to Brian Donaldson, the author.
"The customer" refers to the person receiving these plans, whether they have paid for them, have
been given them for free or as part of a promotion, or received them in error, or received them
from another person (eg illegal copy)
Terms Of Use:
This information is only to be used by people who have paid for the rights to use it, or been
given the rights to use it at no charge by Brian.
Resale rights are not given nor included.
Commercial rights are not given nor included.
The right to use the information is not transferrable.
The customer agrees not to share this information with another party.
The customer agrees not to place this information on the internet in any fashion.
Agreed payment payable by the customer should either of the above 2 conditions arise, is $49 US
dollars for each shared copy, or $25,000 US dollars for posting it on the internet.

Legal Disclaimer / Disclaimer Of Liability
If using tools the customer must follow all safety procedures with the tools set out in the
manufacturers instruction manuals.
The customer must ensure they and any bystander is using personal protective equipment, that
spectators are kept a safe distance from the work area and that children do not enter the work
area.
Brian does not accept any responsibility for actions of the customer, or any injury to them or any
other party, by whatever fashion, or damage to equipment or property, nor any financial loss.
There is no warranty or guarantee of any kind with this information.
All care but no responsibility for any part of the information will be taken by Brian.
By using this information the customer agrees that they alone are personally responsible for all
decisions made.
If you don't have experience in using the tools needed, please ask someone who does to help you.
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Thank You & Dedication
I would personally like to thank several people for their help and support.
If it wasn't for Bentley "Compost Guy" Christie - I never would have joined face book. I had been
a subscriber of his RWC information for years.
He sent a message to all of his subscribers telling us about this face book thing - and how good
the worm group was.
I didn't "like" face book, and never HAD a profile until then. So on Bentley's say so, I joined.
That led me to meet Larry J Shier in the FB group.
I joined the other (at the time larger) worm group operated by Patrick J. Cartwright.
From participating in the 2 groups, and helping others, Patrick, via Larry offering me a chance to
help administrate Patrick's group.
This then led onto Bentley via Larry offering me the same for his group.
Which then led to Bentley offering me a chance to administrate the commercial WFA group.
If it were not for, in particular LARRY, I believe I would not be doing this set of plans.
But without the amount of help, support and just general association with Bentley, I wouldn't be
doing this project.
I have known OF Bentley for MANY years - and to be able to associate with him has been almost
a dream come true for me.
I'd like to REALLY thank Larry and Bentley for all the help, support, training - and
FRIENDSHIP they have shown to me.
I'd also like to thank my beautiful wife (of 20 years) Janette - without her support and - well
"pushing me" when I needed a shove - I wouldn't have come so far on this journey either.

Thank you all.
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Introduction
Hi There :)
The first thing I'd like to say is THANK YOU for looking at my info.
If you don't know me, at the end of this document is a little biography about me and my "Journey
With The Worms".
I hope that you enjoy reading this guide and that it helps you to refer to it when you run into any
issues.

Using This Guide
The Table Of Contents is entirely CLICKABLE
- Just find what you need using ctrl-f or just skimming the table.
- Hover the cursor over the section that you want to go to and left click the mouse - you will be
taken to that section automatically.
- Or you can just manually go to the appropriate page.

There Are Also Links At The End Of This Guide To Recommended Resources

Why Did I Create This Guide?
Over time I have collected a LOT of information. As an admin in the Facebook groups I often
link to videos on my Youtube channel, links on my website and information I've got stored on my
home PC to answer questions.
People often ask about all the "FAQ's" I post - well, under extreme encouragement from Larry
and Bentley, I have amassed almost ALL of my information into one e-book.
I published THAT as a paid-for e-book - but I wanted to give SOME of the most-frequently asked for information away for free - so this FAQ guide came into being.
Should you be interested in buying my "Big Book Of Answers"; (it is US $9.95) here is a link:

The BIG Book Of Answers
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A Compact Overview: Basic Worm Farming Instructions
Here is a brief set of instructions for beginners.
Even experienced people may learn a couple of new ways to look at things.

Temperature / Location:
*** MOST IMPORTANT: Worm farms MUST be kept in a cool shady spot - if the farm gets too
much sunlight or heat in a day you may kill the worms.

Starting A Multi Level Farm:
Basically follow the instructions included with the farm.
If you have bought it second hand, look at my website for detailed instructions on setting one of
these up.
The only thing to question/ignore is HOW MUCH to feed and HOW MUCH water to put into the
farm.
Some of the systems aren't giving good instructions.

Feeding:
What to feed and what not to feed, how much and when and food preparation:
Amounts to feed:
Feed an amount of food equal to the weight of the worms ONCE A WEEK.
Add new bedding (detailed below) underneath each feeding.
On the internet there are some wild claims about how much worms will eat.
Some say they eat their weight every day, but this is in perfect climate controlled conditions, and
includes the bedding they eat as well.
Within reason you cant add too much "bedding", and too much wont hurt them as such, but
adding too much food WILL kill them.

If in doubt, just put more "bedding" type stuff in occasionally, like leaves, old grass, torn up
newspaper and cardboard etc.
Worms actually feed on the bacteria and very small particles decomposing in the compost.
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Where in the farm to feed:
Its a good practice to put the new food up one end of the tray, then the next time you feed them
feed up the other end of the tray.
This is called "pocket feeding" (as opposed to layer feeding)
Don't feed again until the 1st lot of food is gone etc.
This way you can keep an eye on when they finish the oldest food, to then feed again.
Some people will rotate the feeds around the farm in a circle, some feed like the spots on the 5 on
dice. This rotation of food ensures the juices from the feeds are in different spots, not always
soaking one area of bedding.
Even when you SEE the food is gone, the worms will still be feasting on small particles and the
juices that seep into the bedding.

How to feed:
When feeding:
- scrape back a little of the bedding
- put the new bedding in the hole
- then the food
- then some buffer
- then partially cover the food with the scraped back bedding.
This helps keep fruit/vinegar flies and other pests off the fresh food, helps reduce smells and aids
the compost process too.

When to feed again:
Feed the worms once a week, but don't feed again until you see the food from 2 weeks before is
gone.
In this way you can monitor the food and never over feed the worms.

Preparing food:
Cut the food into smaller pieces - eg don't put a whole apple in there, chop it into a few pieces to
let the composting action start better.
Some people like to freeze the scraps first then thaw them before they feed them.
This kills fruit fly eggs that are in the skins - handy if you have the worm farm inside.
Some blend the food to allow the worms to eat it quickly, but this is not necessary.
I myself do not blend or chop scraps finely.
At most I will split apples into 4, or cut a banana in 2 pieces to open the flesh to the worms.
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Foods they LOVE:
Common kitchen scraps, raw and cooked, like pumpkin and watermelon (their 2 favourites hands
down).
All fruit except citrus and pineapple - they love bananas and mangoes skins and all (but not
citrus/pineapple), small amounts of cooked rice or pasta without sauce are ok.
Bread is ok but needs soaking first as it goes dry and mouldy and takes a while to break down to
where they will eat it.

Foods to be careful of:
Grains such as oats, wheat (incl. flour), rice and pasta, chicken feed etc need to be used sparingly
- too much of these will cause sour crop disease and kill your worms.
A lot of things WILL heat up when made wet and placed in the farm, so be careful of putting
ANYTHING in large quantities in the farm.
Moderation is best.

Foods To Avoid, Until You Understand Them Better:
-meat/dairy - in a small farm it just causes too many issues - it attracts blow flies and it smells.
-onion, tomato, citrus - they contain things the worms don't like and may cause issues if over fed
in a small farm.
-especially not pineapple, as this contains enzymes which soften meat like in a marinade - it may
kill your worms.
-I have heard that sometimes worms don't like mushrooms (we don't eat them so I don't know)
-Pet manure. Its just yucky. The exception to this is if you set up a special pet manure composting
farm(I can help with this) - but there are special considerations with this. Ask me if you're
interested.

Bedding:
What to use and what NOT to use, why and how and when to use it:

Why Add Bedding?
Too many scraps alone will overload the system, and the worms need bedding as well as food.
Paper and cardboard are GREAT bedding materials, and also breaks down into food, while the
kitchen scraps are pure food.
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If in doubt feed more bedding, rather than food scraps.
If you feed either end of the box in turn each week, you will get to see when they have finished
the stuff you gave them 2 weeks ago and can feed more.

When to add bedding:
Try to feed paper products and leaves/grass in proportion to the kitchen scraps - as "bedding",
UNDERNEATH the kitchen scraps.
Use it dry if your farm is ok for moisture, if your farm is a bit dry you can moisten the new
bedding.
If you forget one week, put more in the next week.

What materials to use:
Paper & Cardboard:
While there is a lot of info on the internet both ways, I prefer to never use glossy or waxed
papers/cardboard in the worm farm.
Only use newspaper, (it is ok to use colored newspaper), non waxed non glossy cardboard, egg
cartons, toilet rolls, etc.
Newspaper can just be hand torn into strips, and cardboard only needs to be torn up to 10 to 15
cm square chunks.

Grass clippings:
Grass is almost a "food" too, so don't add a whole bunch of it at once.
You need to use old/dry grass, as fresh grass heats up too much as it dries out and starts to
compost, and may kill the worms.
I find in Brisbane, a pile of grass is usable for worms in about 2 to 4 weeks.
Never COVER a farm in anything you add, as things CAN still heat up - rather put new things at
one end and wait until the worms go into it themselves, then you can put some up the other end
etc.

Coco Coir & Peat:
Again there are a lot of opinions out there.
Personally I don't like coco - it costs money and its hard to tell when it has turned to castings as it
LOOKS like castings.
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Use the stuff you got with your farm if you bought one, just don't buy any more. Peat is bad as it
is quite acidic in nature, and can harm your worms unless you buffer the acidity well with lime
etc.
Peat also costs money and can't be easily distinguished from castings.
People DO find coco and peat useful in indoor worm farms, to prevent bringing in bugs from
outside.

Moisture & moisture control:
The bedding should be as moist as a wrung out sponge.
You should be able to squeeze a handful of bedding and have a few drops of water to a small
trickle of water come out of it.
Err on the side of too moist - it won't necessarily hurt them to be too moist but too dry will harm
them as they need moist skin to absorb oxygen.
But still - adding too much moisture is bad.
Also too much - some say ANY - leachate ("worm wee") in the bottom tray of a multi level farm
is bad, it indicates you're adding too much moisture.

Checking Your Farm For Moisture:
Quite often (every 2 to 3 days at most in summer) check your farm, ensuring that the bedding is
moist, and the carpet on top is moist/wet.
Quite often the action of wetting the bedding cover (carpet/newspaper etc) continually gives
enough moisture to the bedding, but just check it..

Precautions on flooding:
A common mistake is not emptying the liquid collection tray often enough so the farm floods.
I prefer to leave the tap OPEN in such farms and leave a bucket under it so I know it's not
flooding without having to lift all the levels off to check etc.

Coverings on top of worm farms.
These are a great idea in winter - less so in a hot summer.
Some farms come with a "blanket".
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Some people use an old piece of carpet.
Some people use a couple of sheets of newspaper. This is what I do as well.
All these are ok to help retain moisture in the farm.
Simply mist them with a spray bottle to keep moist.
The worms like a covering on the farm where possible, it helps them stay at the surface, by
keeping the light out and providing a feeling of security from surface predators.
Eventually they eat the covering, even the threads on the bottom of carpets.
BUT BEWARE:
The coverings also retain heat in the farm, which is great in winter, but when it gets hot in
summer, I like to remove solid coverings.
When it is VERY HOT, I will substitute a single sheet of dry newspaper as a cover, which still
provides covering but allows more air entry.

Air and cooling the farm:
Worms need air to survive especially when hot.
If you've made your own farm, often people don't put enough air ways for the worms.
I advise AT LEAST 2 holes 10 cm x 15 cm (4 x 6 inches).
Drilling small holes just doesn't work efficiently.
Adding water to a farm only makes matters worse as it conducts heat and replaces air in the
bedding.

Two ways to cool a farm: other than placing it in a cooler spot are:
Place a hessian bag over the farm, and moisten it.
As the water evaporates it cools.
You can also hang the bag into a bucket of water on the sides to keep it wicking water up and
cooling while you're not there.

Freeze plastic bottles of water.
Place them in the farm, rotating each day or as needed with a new one from the freezer.
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Worm farm "conditioner" / Ph buffer / Lime
What does it do - and what IS it anyway?
Conditioner, or Ph buffer (usually a sort of "lime"), is added to control acidity in farms.
The decomposition process is acidic, and some foods are slightly acidic.
This can build up in the farm and worms may die.
They die from what is called "Sour Crop Disease" aka "String Of Pearls" aka "Protein Poisoning"
(which has nothing to do with FEEDING the worms protein.
Also, often a slightly acidic farm will attract and allow pests to breed, such as mites, pot worms,
vinegar/fruit flies etc.
Ph buffers are a good preventative - prevention is better than cure.

Common buffers:
-Egg shells - if adding as buffers, they are better dried in the oven and ground in a coffee grinder,
mortar & pestle etc. But this seems like too much work to me.

- garden lime, which is ground limestone (my personal preference, along with zeolite)
-Dolomite from the garden store (avoid if your soil is too hard as the extra magnesium makes
soils MORE firm)
- Oyster shell flour
- Rock Dusts such as Azomite or Zeolite

NEVER USE: SLAKED OR HYDRATED lime, these will kill worms
How to apply buffers:
I like using a home made shaker - but you can just use your hands, it is just a little harder to
control amounts.
Just put a light dusting of the buffer on the top of the bedding, as if you're flouring a bench to roll
dough - then water it in a little if you need to add moisture to the farm.
If you don't need to add moisture, just mix the lime in a little with your hand or worming fork.
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PH Testers:
You may want to use a garden PH tester to see you're in the ideal range of 6.5 to 7.5 (buffers
increases the PH number, making it less acidic)
The worms PREFER the bedding in this PH range and do best within it.
You can buy a PH tester (pen type) for about $10, but they are seldom accurate - the best kind
that I have seen (cheaply) are the white powder/purple dye sets.

Tools to use in your farm:
The best tool to dig around in your farm is one of the little gardening hand forks, the ones with 2
or 3 blunt prongs. A spade or hoe type will cut the worms up.

Next In The Book - More Detailed Information
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Worm Wee/Worm Tea/Leachate
The liquid that drains from worm farms is called Leachate.
Some people call this worm "tea or wee", which confuses people when the accepted industry term
"tea" applies to an aerated liquid using castings as a base.

How Do I Use The Leachate Safely
Leachate should be:
- used fresh; within a week of producing it
- not stored in air tight containers (it goes anaerobic quickly)
- diluted with 10 parts water
- use it as a ground drench; not directly onto plants
- do not get it on the leaves of sensitive plants as it may burn / kill them
- It's also a good idea to keep it away from edible leaves.
The idea is to apply it to the SOIL - not the plant as such.

Aerated Castings Tea
Basically, a small amount of castings is placed in a stocking.
This is suspended in a bucket of non chlorinated water.
The water is then fed oxygen and stirred, usually by using an aquarium air pump and air stone.
This multiplies the good bacteria in the "brew" - the brew can then be watered down by 5 or 10
times before application, and a result still seen.
One of my good friends, Pauly "Dr Worm" Piccirillo has a great book on the whole subject of
using VC and aerated teas in the garden, called his secret recipe book:

Click Here To Look At Pauly's E-book
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Bedding
I have several Youtube videos on the subject. You may want to have a quick look to see if they
help you out:

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL_7Pebu24TORoZIcteVC2lrqYeTUM6
8jk

Why Do We Add Bedding And When Do We Add It?
You should feed the worms kitchen scraps equal in weight to the worms weight once a week. we
call this "food" or "greens".
UNDER this food you should put an equal amount of bedding, dry if your farm is too moist,
moisten it if your farm is too dry. This is called "bedding" or "browns"
The bedding gives escape from food that is too hot, adds air to the farm, and they eat this material
as well.
Bedding is a safe place for worms. Food is not.

Feeding
I have several Youtube videos on how to feed different worm farms.
You may want to have a look to see if they help you get an overview:

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL_7Pebu24TOTP61Nvo4ljPKcZskxsC
MC0

The Difference Between CAN I Feed Something And SHOULD
I Feed Something
I think a lot of things on the "avoid list" are ok for people with more experience to feed.
Experienced people know the right conditions, the right amounts and the right preventatives to
add to prevent something going wrong.
Generally speaking, worms can eat anything that once lived.
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I know of a chicken abattoir overseas that uses worms to dispose of all the parts of the chicken
that aren't eaten by humans.
Would I suggest you put a dead chicken in your worm bin? NO.

So the "CAN BUT SHOULDN'T" means we should NOT be telling new people to load
their bin up with onion, citrus and pineapple and all the other things we say "to avoid".
Often new people have a small, plastic box; barely bedded, in which they used no buffers and
overfed.
They say "oh the EXPERT said to do this" and drop 2 or 3 whole pineapples or a bag full of
tomatoes in their new little bin with half a pound of worms just in, and kill them all.
That's the problem I have with a lot of advice people give on the internet - it has no caution to
newcomers, or a list of all the things you need to make it succeed.
I always try to remember when giving advice, some people are only just starting - we see people
from all levels of experience - I always advise caution until people gain experience.

Things To Avoid And Why
This list is contentious; people have many different ideas.
Some people, who are more experienced, will tell people to put all this in, but not offer the
needed advice on cautions or relative amounts.
In the right circumstances, and especially the right relative volumes, all of these CAN be fed to
the worms.
It's just best to avoid them until you learn more.
An example of relative volumes is that personally I will put the ends that you cut off the tomato
into a gallon of other waste with no issues. I would not throw a whole bag of rotten tomatoes into
a small worm bin.
But the age old saying comes to mind:

"If In Doubt - Leave It Out"
Meat
- it smells as it breaks down, creates heat and draws vermin like rodents to the area of the worm
bin (and YES - rodents eat worms)
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Onions, garlic and others of the allium family
- are acidic
- smell terrible when breaking down
- worms will eat them after a time in the bin

Tomatoes
- are acidic
- seeds seem to survive well and become volunteers in your garden
- worms will eat them eventually

Citrus
- is acidic
- contains limonene which inhibits it's breakdown and is toxic to worms, but is broken down in
time
- worms will eventually eat it once it starts to break down

Pineapple & Papaya (Pawpaw)
- is acidic
- contains meat tenderising enzymes that may kill worms (Someone told me they fed a whole
pineapple before going on holidays and returned to find all their worms slimy and dead)

Grease And Oils
- as worms breathe through their skin, excessive oils could prevent this happening.
- natural oils in, for example, avocado, are fine.
- a SMALL amount of oil on a salad dressing may be fine.

How To Store Worm Food
If you need to store the food until the weekend, as you have so little of it day -to-day, store it in
the fridge in a sealed container.
If you freeze the worm food to save it for later, I fear you are just hoarding worm food; and
wasting electricity and time.
Often you can't get all your waste into one or even several worm farms, so hoarding food is
wasteful of electricity used to store it.
You're better off placing excess waste in an outdoor compost heap.
You can always take material from there to feed worms if you run out of food.
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Do I Need To Freeze Or Grind Worm Foods:
One reason people freeze food is to feed it in a worm farm that's indoors.
They freeze it to the kill fruit fly eggs.
Both grinding and freezing may lead to problems - and generally uses electricity and time.
Grinding and freezing food add an extra step to the food prep, making this look harder than it has
to be to new people - AND can create problems (listed below) - and has little to no return
compared to the pocket feeding system.
If grinding or freezing make any difference (and I severely doubt it) the difference is so small as
not to be worth it.
The descriptions "it breaks open cell walls" and "It increases the microbes access to the food as
the particles are smaller" are no doubt scientifically correct, but do not transfer in the real world
into any benefit.
The problems with grinding are:
- you cut out the air that can get around the food - so it quickly goes anaerobic.
- you reduce the volume so its easy to overfeed as its hard to judge how much is there
- when you blend, you are allowing more of the food to mix or seep into the bedding - again it
disappears, you think they ate it so you chuck MORE in - you cant see how much you're feeding,
or when its gone
- it makes a bin too wet imo.
It DOES NOT increase how much they eat (total) - nor the speed at which they consume food - if
you use my natural method, they eat just as much, just as quick.
Having 2 week old food in the bin means they eat the same amount.
It is a fallacy that "they eat more" if its ground or frozen - its just they eat the stuff you put in this
week this week - they didn't eat MORE they just ate it as you put it in if that makes sense.

Quotes From Larry J Shier (Senior Admin)
AND Bentley "Compost Guy" Christie (Group Founder)
Larry J Shier said:
"I don't generally encourage grinding, freezing, etc either unless it's for your convenience. One of my goals is to get more people doing
this, making it seem like an extra chore doesn't help further my goals nor does it make sufficient enough difference for me to advocate it.
The benefits for me don't out weight the dangers of anaerobic zones and excessive wetness"

Bentley "Compost Guy" Christie said:
"I absolutely agree that these optimization steps are NOT "necessary" for effective vermicomposting (sorry if I gave that impression),
and I also agree ....... about the potential for excess moisture (hence my earlier caveat)..........Let me be clear that what I advocate as a
potential optimization strategy isn't necessarily what I do myself - LOL! Truth be told, the only time I've really ground up scraps has
been when making my "homemade manure" - honestly, it feels like too much effort for me most of the time."
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How To Feed Worms - The Pocket Feeding System:
You're better off feeding one weeks food each week - they are eating the food from 2 weeks ago,
and start on the fresh food within 3 days.
You feed again on the weekend etc - the food ROTS DOWN and they eat it just as quick as
ground/frozen imo.
For example: Feed the worms this weekend, what you think they'd eat in one week
Next weekend repeat
3rd weekend - IF they've finished the food from 2 weeks ago you feed same amount again
IF they haven't eaten all the food from 2 weeks ago, you're feeding too much - feed a little less
this weekend
IF they HAVE finished all the food, from 2 weeks ago, A FEW DAYS EARLY - you know the
population is growing, and you can feed a little MORE this weekend and following weekends.
The food ROTS DOWN and they eat it.
You can see what I mean on the second video in following playlist - I show a "timeline of
feedings".

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL_7Pebu24TOTP61Nvo4ljPKcZskxsC
MC0

What Is A Buffer - Why Use It?
A "buffer" is some thing that helps control acidity in the worm farm; it also adds valuable grit for
the worms to use in their gullet to grind food; it also adds valuable minerals, including calcium
which is used to form cocoons.
Garden Lime, Dolomite, Zeolite And Azomite, supply grit, "buffer" acidity, and add minerals to
the worms' diet. Some are better at one or another.
The decomposition process (food breaking down) is acidic by nature.
Worms don't do well in acidic bedding - if it gets really bad they can die.
Buffers help return the bedding to neutral.
NEVER use wood ash in the worm bin - it is a lye-like substance and will drive your pH into the
alkaline region - it does not stop at neutral like a buffer will.
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How Do You Add Buffer?
Quite simply, when making a new farm, mix some into the bedding.
Then, when feeding, add it to the food, covering the food with a dusting of it like you would flour
a bench to roll dough.
My Youtube video on how to add buffers when feeding:

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL_7Pebu24TOTP61Nvo4ljPKcZskxsC
MC0

Harvesting - The Biggest Headache Of Worm Farming?
If you have had anything to do with worms you will know what I mean.
Hours and hours spent trying to separate VC and worms; worrying about COCOONS etc.
There are numerous ways to harvest worms from the VC.
The dead set EASIEST that I have ever used is to use a CFT worm farm, and harvest the castings
quickly and with little to no worms present IN them.
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When Is My VC Ready To Harvest?
The accepted industry standard times within the worming community are:
-120 days for small bin or batch systems and wedge systems.
-60 days for a CFT
-12 months for outdoor windrows
(source info: Dr. Clive Edwards' book "Vermiculture Technologies")
The time in contact with the worms is to ensure that the worms; and the enzymes and bacteria
associated with them, have had an appropriate amount of time to reduce pathogen levels in the
material to an acceptable level.
The correct processing time may also give better VC as more of the material is castings rather
than compost.
But "It Depends" - if your goal is to have VC that's full of plant growth hormone and rooting
hormone (for making cuttings perhaps) - I understand that these may be more prevalent in very
new cast.

What Ways Are There To Harvest Worms?
I show many methods in this video playlist:

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL_7Pebu24TOQNIKZH6B_xWtTgoAD
ylakL

Harvesting From A CFT
The best method bar none starts with your worm farm type:
Separating worms from vermicompost so that you can use that precious VC is SO EASY in a
CFT - it's CRAZY!
Wouldn't it be LOVELY to harvest, say, 20 gallons of VC; WORM FREE; in only 10 minutes?
And wouldn't it be AWESOME to be able to harvest this easy way every month or two, whenever
you wanted a little VC for your plants?
Basically, you scrape between the bars of the CFT with a little rake. DONE.
If you have not done so already; go have a look at the harvesting video in the Youtube
PLAYLIST

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL_7Pebu24TOQZe53xi0bD0cKrcA_RR
h17
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How To Make A Worm Farm:
I have a lot of videos on Youtube about how to make different types of worm farm; you may like
to run your eye over the list here:

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL_7Pebu24TOTVxcqqHitQDT8jWanN
HPSd

How Do I Start A Stacking/Multi Level Worm Farm
I made a video to answer that exact question; you can find it here:

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL_7Pebu24TOQY4EN8xWMaYXZaR
QEE4IjY

How To Start And Run A Worm Inn / Worm Inn Mega
I made a series of videos showing the exact way to start a Worm Inn / Mega:

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL_7Pebu24TOTAGaNyYInpKcKzieaD
CHWa
If you are interested in buying a mega, here's a link to my plans to build a neat wooden stand for
the mega's.
It's donation based, so if you don't want to donate anything, just put zero as the price :)

http://thewormman.com.au/Worm-Inn-Stand-Plans
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How Many Air Holes Do I Need In A Worm Farm?
Generally, worms need some minimum amount of air flow so they don't suffocate.
Then in summer when temperatures soar, they need even more.
People who make worm farms themselves sometimes underestimate the amount of air needed.
The poorest way to add air is to DRILL holes:
If you drilled 100 holes with a 1/16th drill bit:
100 holes at 1/16 is less than a square inch of holes.
256 holes at 1/16 is a square inch of air hole. (16 holes x 16 holes per inch)
By comparison my home made boxes have 2 holes, each 4x6 inches - so I have 48 square inches
of hole - or 12,000 holes of 1/16th size.
In our summer this is barely enough air.
I suspect a lot of farms are way under supplied with air.
Drilling holes is inefficient - cut some bigger holes, and glue/silicone window screen over them.
This is how I do it:

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL_7Pebu24TOTVxcqqHitQDT8jWanN
HPSd

How Can I Make A Worm Farm From A Simple Box
Quite simple, if you are happy not to have a lid on it, you can make one even without drainage
holes. Americans call this a "tote".
If you want some drainage, and access to the leachate, you can make a drain hole.
If you want to put a lid on the farm to help restrict the worms (it won't stop them completely) and restrict the access of insects to the farm - or to put the bin outside where it may get rained on
- you can make some air ways in the box.
You can see how I make single level farms from styrofoam boxes; with a drain pipe and air holes
covered in aluminium window screen:

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL_7Pebu24TOTVxcqqHitQDT8jWanN
HPSd
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What Is A CFT (Continuous Flow Through) Worm Farm? - And
How Does It Work?

Two BEAST CFT's

A Wheelie Bin CFT

Common Names For CFT's:
There are several names in common use for them - Continuous Flow Through (Abbreviated to
CFT) - Flow Through Reactor, or sometimes just Reactor.

The FREE CFT Guide
I have published a guide to how CFT's operate.
So as not to double up on the info; should you be interested in a FREE guide to CFT's; I have one
here (Donation based, you can pay zero if you wish)

Click Here To Go To The Secure Gumroad Platform To See This FREE Guide
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Why Can't All Worms Be Put In A Farm - Or In The Garden?
There are over 4000 species of worms. They all do different jobs and are divided into classes
depending on the depth at which they live and the job they do. Details on the next page.
Generally, worms suitable for composting farms are not suited to the garden.
And worms suited to the garden (and found in the garden) are not usually suited to a composting
farm.

How Can I Get Composting Worms Into My Garden
What it is possible to do is put composting worms (being "epigeic" worms) into a special garden
worm feeding station - the compost worms need to be fed materials for bedding, as well as
kitchen scraps within this special
farm.
From there they can work outwards into the surrounding garden bed, depositing their "black
gold" - but the nutrients leaching from the station also feed the garden in situ. Some people put
extra water into these to make "leachate" but that is in fact detrimental to the worms.
Its said that such a feeding station can eventually help to draw in native earthworms into the area
as well.
Without such a feeding station, if compost worms are added to a garden, they may well die, as
they need special conditions, being suitable bedding, food and moisture.
A well mulched garden may usually help them survive – but they need additions of food such as
kitchen scraps, and a fair bit of moisture to survive. This is why a feeding station is advised.
Some people use plastic pipes to create these feeding stations. Some build a basic worm farm in
contact with the ground in the garden.
To see my video on how I created a garden "feeding station" for composting worms, see here:

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL_7Pebu24TOQQXIW404vE5Q0gQR
Uk79-0
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What Should I Know About BLUE WORMS ?
("Perionyx excavatus" - the Malaysian Blue worm)
Blues aren't usually recommended for beginners.
Blues are GREAT for vermicomposting and breeding - they are truly "the ferrari of worms".
They eat fast, go fast and sometimes have issues, especially with beginners.
Often blue worms don't actually look BLUE coloured, except in certain lighting conditions - it's
just their "common name".

If you find you have Blues and wish to learn more about them, my friend and mentor, Larry J
Shier published an e-book about them:

Click Here To Look At Larry's E-Book
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Commercial Or Serious Worm Farming
Is There Somewhere To Learn About More Serious Or
Commercial Worm Farming?
YES - there certainly is.
I'm an administrator in the Worm Farming Alliance - a professional/commercial group - for
those domestic folks that are REALLY into their worms, or people interested in making money
commercially from their passion about worms.

I personally recommend Bentley Christie's Worm Farming Alliance.
Check the WFA out here: Click Here

Who Would I Recommend To Buy Worms From In The USA
Personally, if you are in a facebook worm group, I always recommend the group founders.
They have put a lot of effort into these groups and deserve something back.
They are also the most reliable, honest people I have ever met - and I personally recommend
them both.
Of the face book group Red Worm Composting - Bentley Christie of

www.redwormcomposting.com
Of the face book group Vermicomposting Worm Farming - Patrick Cartwright of

www.redwormsexpress.com
If you want to investigate more choices, there is likely to be a vendor ratings list in each worm
group's files section.
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Fruit Flies - How Do I Get Rid Of Them And Prevent Them
Coming Back
Its advisable to cover your food with some bedding to deter the flies.
Next, have a layer of dry newspaper strips over the bedding as a deterrent.
The fruit fly eggs are in the skins of some fruits and veges (bananas and pumpkin are notorious
for it)
If you have an inside bin and wish to get rid of the nuisance, some people freeze the food first to
try to kill the eggs. Freeze them for at LEAST 3 days to be sure you have killed the eggs. IMO
this is the only good reason for freezing food.
Also try to only feed what the worms consume in a shorter period, by feeding half the weekly
feed every 3 days.

Alternative: BTi Dunks:
You can use Bt aka mosquito bits or dunks.
It is parasitic to the larvae but it takes a couple of weeks. Some people have success just crushing
it and sprinkling the powder in the worm bedding. Some use it for several weeks or months in
their watering can and put a little in each week etc.

How To Make A Fruit Fly Trap
You can also make a fruit fly trap like I show in the following video:

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL_7Pebu24TOTnlakDMmH9gm5lqTg8
wKye
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Mites: What Do I Do About These MITES?
Mites are a natural part of the composting process.
They may be present in small numbers at all times.
They tend to go un noticed until their population grows.
Their population usually grows in response to conditions that suit them.
The perfect conditions for them are bedding that is too moist and or too acidic - but it's mostly the
acidity in my experience.
This moist/acidic condition is commonly from over feeding and or under bedding.

Baiting Mites:
To remove them, you can put in something big and juicy like a large slice of watermelon.
You then just wait half a day or so, until it is covered in them and remove it from the farm.
You can wash the bait off, then replace it. Repeat as necessary.

Correcting The Bedding:
As its usually a sign of too wet and acidic bedding:
- add dry bedding to absorb water and help neutralise or "water down" the acidity
- add pH buffer like garden lime or dolomite, or ground egg/oyster shell
- keep using buffer, using it every time you feed.
You can see me adding buffer when feeding here:
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL_7Pebu24TOTP61Nvo4ljPKcZskxsCMC0
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What Are Pot Worms/Yeast Worms
Are These White Worms Baby Composting Worms?
Pot worms are small white worms, not to be confused with baby red worms.
Their scientific name is "Enchytraeidae".
Baby reds are almost transparent with a red tinge whereas pot worms are totally white.
There will always be pot worms in the composting environment - it is when the population gets
out of hand that we tend to notice them.
Pot worms also eat food and make waste which is good for plants.
Sometimes, though when their population is LARGE, it may mean the bedding is too moist and
or acidic.
This is usually from over feeding / under bedding.

Fixing The Conditions:
To fix it, dry out the bedding by adding new dry bedding and controlling your moisture better.
Add PH buffers like lime/dolomite/eggshell immediately, and use or increase their use at
feedings.

Baiting Potworms:
You can use also milk soaked bread as bait then remove and dispose of it. Replace with another
piece, repeat until gone.
You can see pot worms here on my website:

http://thewormman.com.au/bug-pictures-pests-and-helpers/
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How Can I Get Rid Of Cockroaches In My Worm Farm?
One CAUTION:
Using "DE" will kill beneficial bugs too, so assess if you REALLY need to use it.
One way:
Use food grade "Diatomaceous Earth" (aka "DE" or "diatomite").
This is the fossilized remains of tiny aquatic organisms called diatoms.
To apply it, you dust the bedding with it. It needs to be dry to work.
BE CAREFUL - use a face mask to guard against inhaling the fine particles.

Another way:
Lay a sheet of plastic, like a table placemat, on top of the bedding - or a shallow dish.
As bait, place something they like in the middle, like peanut butter, honey etc depending on the
pest.
Dust the plate/plastic with the DE.
The roaches (and ALL other bugs) come into contact with it and die.
It works by drying out/cutting their hard shell ("exoskeleton")
Use a dust mask when applying it - don't breathe in the dust, just like any other dust.
"Food grade" is said to be the only one to use; not filter grade.

Another common home made recipe for killing cockroaches is:
1 cup baking soda OR boric acid
3 tablespoons peanut butter
1 cup sugar
Mix with enough water to make a thick paste.
Put small amounts of it into a plastic bag.
Place the bag above the bedding - use sticky tape or pin it to the side of the bin.
Every week, replace the mix until all the roaches are gone.
It may take a while depending on how many roaches you have (and the eggs they've laid hatching
etc)
Keep out of reach of children and pets.
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My good friend Pauly "Dr Worm" Piccirillo says:
"DE is extremely absorptive and will absorb the waxy cuticle that protects the insect from
dehydrating.
It also acts like sand paper once they try to get it off but just makes the problem worse. Stay away
from DE other than the "Food Grade" DE.
The food grade is approved by the FDA and is used in several foods and grains even toothpaste.
Some people think it's like tiny pieces of glass but if that were the case I definitely wouldn't be
eating it anymore.
Anyway, the non food grade is heated to such high temps that it changes the makeup, expands the
pores, and is used to filter pool water, wines, and juices.
Do not use this as it will be caustic. "

Pauly has a GREAT E-book about worm farming - you can check it out here:

Click Here To Look At Pauly's Book
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Are Black Soldier Fly Larvae OK In MY Farm?
What Do I Do To Get Rid Of Them?
"BSFL" can be beneficial composters.
If they take over the bin they generate a LOT of heat and can consume a massive amount of food
in a day - the heat can kill the worms as heat generates more microbial activity, generating more
heat etc, and the lack of food from competition with the BSFL can affect the worms. The dead
worms generate more heat, and the cycle continues until you only have BSFL.
A large BSFL population may be an indication of over feeding.
One way to lower their population is to cut down/stop feeding for a while, and remove the larvae
by hand, and kill any adults you find (chickens LOVE BSFL)
BSFL can live in heat that would easily kill worms, and can consume meat, dairy, fresh grass etc
- they are the ultimate composter.
Some people breed BSF to dispose of the initial food scraps/meat/fresh grass etc, then feed the
BSFL CASTINGS to their worm farms (very beneficial to do so)
My friend and mentor, Larry J Shier, just published a book about Black Soldier Flies - it may be
too early for links to work yet, as I am still waiting on a link - but I set up this landing page on
my site to have the link run to and from - see if it is working:
"Black Soldier Fly" - A Book By Larry J Shier - Click Here
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Well - that's the end of this book; apart from the recommended resources on the next page; and
my bio after that.
Remember, there is MUCH more information in the "Big Book Of Answers":
Should you be interested in buying my "Big Book Of Answers"; (it is US $9.95) here is a link:

The BIG Book Of Answers

If you have any questions, suggestions - ANYTHING - just shoot me an email.
THANKS very much for looking at my info.
On the next page are some recommended resources for you.
Following that is a little biography about me and my "Journey With The Worms".
Regards,
Brian Donaldson
0419 419 572 (Australia)

mailto:brian@TheWormMan.com.au
www.TheWormMan.com.au
https://www.youtube.com/c/brianthewormman1
https://www.facebook.com/BrianTheWormMan
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Recommended Resources
My "Big Book Of Answers" - 120+ page E-Book - Click Here
To Look At My Free Guide To CFT Worm Farms - Click Here
To Look At My Plans For Building A Wooden CFT - Click Here
The Worm Farming Alliance (For serious & commercial folks) - Click Here

Books To Read That I Recommend Personally
"Organic Growing With Worms" By David Murphy - Click Here
"The Rogue Wiggler" - A Book About Blue Worms - By Larry J Shier - Click Here
"Black Soldier Fly" - A Book By Larry J Shier - Click Here
Some GREAT Stuff From Pauly "Dr Worm" Piccirillo
Pauly is one of my favourite authors:
"Worm Farming Revolution" E-book - Click Here
Slides & Presentations For Teaching - Click Here
"Secret Gardening Recipe" E-book - Click Here
4-Pack Bundle - Click Here
Purchasing Worm Inn Megas:
In Australia, Please Support Me - Click Here
In The USA, Or The Rest Of World:
Bentley "Compost Guy" Christie of redwormcomposting.com - Click Here
Bentley also has a great "Worm Inn Guide" - Click Here
Patrick Cartwright of redwormsexpress.com - Click Here
For my FREE/Donation Based Plans To Build A Worm Inn Stand: Click Here
Garden Towers - World Wide - Click Here
My How To Make A Wheeled Base For The Towers - Click Here
The Urban Worm Calculator - Click Here
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About Me / Biography
If you don't already know me, I'm REALLY into worms :)
I live in Australia - in the state of Queensland - halfway between Ipswich and Brisbane - at
Collingwood Park.
Currently in operation I have many worm farms:
- 3 of the store bought "stacking" farms
- about 120 bait worm trays (1.5 square feet each)
- a bathtub
- a wheelie bin CFT
- 2 x 10 square foot "BEAST" CFT's and 1 x 15 square foot BEAST CFT
- an outdoor "Wedge System"
- a Worm Inn MEGA
- a Garden Tower (a vertical planter with a worm composting column)
- two half barrels
I've also made a basic aquaponics system that I will also help power with worms.
I do a lot of YouTube videos about worms on my channel, showing how to do a lot of stuff with
worms:

https://www.youtube.com/c/+brianthewormman1
I maintain a website about worms, have lots of good info on there, you may be interested in this
page if you are just starting out:

http://thewormman.com.au/worm-farming-instructions/
I've been involved with several Face Book worm groups as an administrator for a while now
(totalling over 23,000 members as of March 2016)
I was invited to help administrate the Garden Tower Group as well, and I also administrate the
Worm Inn group too.
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I'm an administrator in the Worm Farming Alliance - a professional/commercial group - for
those REALLY into their worms, or interested in making money from their passion about worms:
Check the WFA out here:

Click Here

I also have a Face Book business page:

https://www.facebook.com/BrianTheWormMan
One of the biggest and best projects that I have done is the BEAST CFT series of bins.
Thanks very much for looking at my info.
Regards,
Brian Donaldson
0419 419 572 (Australia)

mailto:brian@TheWormMan.com.au
www.TheWormMan.com.au
https://www.youtube.com/c/brianthewormman1
https://www.facebook.com/BrianTheWormMan
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